HUMOR TO FIGHT THE TUMOR GALA

Saturday, September 7, 2024
6:00 PM Reception, 7:15 PM Dinner & Program
Renaissance Minneapolis Hotel, The Depot

Fighting for a cure with hope and laughter.
HUMOR TO FIGHT THE TUMOR GALA
September 7, 2024 • Renaissance Minneapolis Hotel, The Depot

Sponsorship Opportunities

☐ **Presenting Sponsor** ($25,000)
Twenty (20) tickets to Humor to Fight the Tumor Gala • Full-page ad in printed program guide • Recognition on exclusive event banner • Verbal recognition from event stage • Recognition in all pre-event publicity • Logo on HTFT website home page, projection screens, and social media channels

☐ **Diamond Sponsor** ($10,000)
Ten (10) tickets to Humor to Fight the Tumor Gala • Full-page ad in printed program guide • Recognition on Diamond event banner • Verbal recognition from event stage • Logo placement on projection screens • Recognition across HTFT website and social media channels

☐ **Platinum Sponsor** ($5,000)
Ten (10) tickets to Humor to Fight the Tumor Gala • Full-page ad in printed program guide • Recognition on Platinum event banner • Verbal recognition from event stage • Logo placement on projection screens • Recognition across HTFT website and social media channels

☐ **Gold Sponsor** ($3,000)
Six (6) tickets to Humor to Fight the Tumor Gala • Half-page ad in printed program guide • Recognition on Gold event banner • Logo placement on projection screens • Recognition across HTFT website and social media channels

☐ **Silver Sponsor** ($1,500)
Two (2) tickets to Humor to Fight the Tumor Gala • Recognition in printed program guide • Recognition on Silver event banner • Logo placement on projection screens • Recognition across HTFT website and social media channels

☐ **Friend Sponsor** ($500)
Recognition in printed program guide • Logo placement on HTFT website • Recognition across HTFT social media channels

To reserve your sponsorship, please contact Christina Saunders at info@humortofightthetumor.org or 612-790-4533.

Sponsorships are tax deductible, minus the fair market value of any complimentary Gala tickets.
Humor to Fight the Tumor Foundation Tax ID: 46-3143612